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This paper presents the results of a study on the engineel'ingcharacteristic of vertical
ground motion. A ground-motionmodel for the vertical-to-horizontalratio (VIH) of
peak ground acceleration and 5%-damped acceleration response spectra was derived by
using a database of '1 3 near-source accelerograms l'ecorded from 36 worldwide earth-
quakes of Mw 4.7-7.7. The recordings were all located within 60 km of the seismogenic
rupture zone of worldwide shallow crustal earthquakes inactive tectonic regions. We
found no bias in the V jH estimates from independentanalyses of vertical and horizontal
response spectra. We also found VIHto be a strong function of natural period, local site
conditions, and source-to-sitedistance; and a relatively weaker function of magnitude,
faulting mechanism, and sediment depth. V jH exhibits its g['eatest di.fferenc s at long
periods on firm rock (NEHRPsite category BC), where it has relatively low amplitudes
and at hort periods on firm soil ( EHRPsite category D), where it has amplitudestha.t
approach ,8 at large magnitudesand short distances. We propose a tentative implifi d
model for estimatingVIH spectra and two relatively simple procedures for developing a
preliminary vertical design spectrum that could be used for practical engineeringappli-
cations where site-specificspectra (e.g. from a seismic hazard analysis) are not available.
Exten ive vetting from the seismological and engineeringcommunitieswill be needed be-
fore such simplifi d spectra are officiaJly accepted and adopted in codified procedures in
the United States.

Keywords: Vertical ground motion; vertical design spectmm; vertical component;
attenuation.

1. Introduction

The characteristicsof vertical ground motion have been examined by a number of
investigators. Niazi and Bozorgnia [1989, 1990, 1991 1992] analysed several hun-
dred horizontal and v rtical response spectra from several earthquakes recorded
by the SMART-1strong-motionarray in Taiwan to study.the effect of magn.itude
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and di tance 011 the vertical-to-horizontalratio (V/H) of strong-motionresponse
spectra. In two follow-up studies, Bozorgniaand Niazi [1993] examined horizontal
and vertical respon e pectra OD soil and rock sites from the 989 Lorna Prieta,
California earthquake, and Bozorgnia et al. [1995 1996] analysed horizontaland
vertical responsespectra reco 'ded on soil sites during the 1994 Northridge Califor-
nia, earthquake.This eries of studie revealed for the first time that V/Hi very
sen Hive to the spectral period and the distance hom the fault and that it has a
distinct peak at short periods that exceeds a value of 2/3 in the near-sourceregion.
Bozorgnia et al. [1995] also suggested that these characteristicsare universal.

Watabe et ai. [ 990J using strong-motionrecordings from th United States,
found a systematic dependence between the amplitudes of the vertical and hori-
zontal componentsof ground motion and recommended that it should be possible
to develop simple rules for e timatinga vertical response spectrumfrom a horizon-
tal pectl'Ulll. Silva [1997], llsing an extensive strong-motiondatabase showed the
eft ds of magnitude, distance local site condition and tectonic environmenton
the difference in the shapes of the horizontaland verticalcomponentsof acceleration
response spectra.

All of the previously mentionedstudies found V/H to be a strong function of
period with short periods exhibiting higher ratios than long periods, consistent
with ob erved differences in spectral shapes between the vertical and horizontal
components of ground motion. These differences cause V/H to have a maximLUn
at periods of 0.05-0.1 sec and a minimum at periods of 0.4-0.8 sec. At longer
periods, V /Hslowly increases with period. These investigatorsalso found that V/H
is less dependenton magnitude, di tance, and local ite condition than either the
horizontal or the vertical components. Those studies that looked at near-somce
recordings [Niazi and Bozorgnia 1991, 1992; Bozorgnia and Niazi 1993' Bozorgnia
et al. 1995] found thatV /Hgenerally exceeds unity and can approachvalu s as high
as 1.8 at short periods and short distances and that thi ratio is generally higher on
soil than on rock. At long periods, these studies found that V/His generally less
than 1/2 especially near the trough in the V /Hspectrum and is generally higher
on rock than on soil.

Within the last decade, several investigators have developed attenuationrela-
tions for the horizontaland vertical componentsof strong ground motion that can
be used to evaluate V /H. Attenuationrelations for individual earthquakes were
developed by Bozorgniaand iazi [1993J for the 1989 Lama Prietaearthquakeand
by Bozorgnia et at. [1995] for the 1994 Northridgeearthquake. Regional attenu-
ation relations were developed by Abrahamson and itehiser [1989], Trifunac and
Lee [1989 1992J Sadigh et at. [1993] Abrahamsonand Silva [1997], and Campbell
[1997] for western orth America; by Niazi and Bozorgnia [1991 1992] for Taiwan'
by Ambra eys [1995] for Europej by Sabetta and Pugliese [1996] for Italy; and by
Ansary and Yamazaki [199 ] for Japan. More recently, Campbell and ozorgnia
[2003] developed a mutually consi tent set of attenuationrelation for both vertical
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and horizontalcomponents.Predictedpeak accelerationand response spectra from
these attenuationrelations generally confirm the empirical observations of V/H
discu sed above.

Bureau [198 ] and Campbell [19 2] recognis d that the behaviour of V/Hin the
near- ouree region of large earthquakes was ignificantly differ nt than that pre-
dicted at smaller magnitude and larger distanc s. Based on these tudies Campbell
[1985] suggest d that the standard engineeringrule-of-thumbof a suming V/H =
2/3 when estimating vertical ground motion for design should be re-evaluated.

any of the papers mentionedpreviollsly have come to similar conclusions.
Several investigators have offered sei mological explanations for the observed

dependenceof V/Hon di tance and local site conditions.Silva [1997] contendsthat
for short di tances at soil sites the large conh'astin shear-wave (S-wave) velocity at
the rock/soilinterfacecau e incidentinclinedSV-wave to be convertedto P-waves
(compre ional waves) as they propagate through thi boundary. These onverted
P-waves are subsequently amplified and refracted into a more vertical angle of
incidence by a shallow P-wave velocity gradient. Because earthquake ouree emit
much larger S-wave amplitudesthan P-wave amplitudes (by about a factOl" of 5),
this has the effect of significantlyincreasingthe amplitudeof the vertical component
of ground motion over that caused by direct P-waves only. Silva explain that this
effect i diminishedat near-sourcerock ite because of th smaller S-wave velocity
impedance and the smaller S-wave and P-wave velocity gradients which result in
les S-to-Pconvertedenergy and a ub equently smaller value of /R. According to
Kawase and Aki [1990] and Silva [1997] at larger di tances the SV-wav is beyond
its critical angle of incidence and does not propagat to the surface very effectively.
Therefore at large di tances, the lower-amplitudedirect P-waves will dominatethe
vertical componentof ground motion causing relatively smaller values of V/H.

Amirbekianand Bolt [1998] exarnined the differences between the spectral char-
acteristics of near-SOlU'cevertical and horizontalground motionsfrom a seismolog-
ical point of view. They concluded that the high-amplitude high-frequency ver-
tical acceleration that are observed on near- ource accelerograms are most likely
generated by the S-to-Pconversion within the transitionzone between the under-
lying bedrock and the overlying softer sedimentary layers consisten with Silva s
hypothesis.

Based on an analysis of five significant earthquakes in California, Bere nev et
al. [2002] found that SV-waves dominatevertical ground motions at periods longer
than about 0.1 econd' and at sho'ter periods P-waves may b come a ignificant
contributorto these ground motions.

ven with all of the evidence to the contrary ome engineeringguidelin in the
United State still recommend the u e of a constantvalue of 2/3 for V /Hover th
entire period range of engineeringinterest [e.g. see EMA-356 2000]. Itis interest-
ing to note that the US Atomic Energy Commi sion [1973] in Regulatory Guide
1.60 for developing design respon e spectra for nuclear power plants, recogr ised
long ago that V /H could approach unity at short p dods but the United States
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engineeringcommunity has been reluc ant to adopt new guidelines because of the
conceptionthat vertical grow1d motion is not importantto design. A decade ago,
the Commissionof the European Communities [1993J allowed V IH to vary with
period in the European Building Code (EC ), but mainly as a means of reducing
VIE from 2/3 at short periods to 1/2 at long periods. The 1997 Uniform Build-
ing Code (UBC-97) recognised the fact that V IH is dependent on source-to-site
distance at relatively short distances and recommended using site-specific vertical
response spectra for sites located close to active faults. However, neither the UBC-
97 nor the 2000 InternationalBuilding Code (IBC-2000) offers guidance on how a
general vertical design spectrumshould be developed, especially in the near-source
region. The American PetroleumInstitute,in RecommendedPractice for Planning,
Designing and ConstructingFixed OffshorePlatforms (RP 2A-WSD),recommends
using V IH= 1/2 but the main focus is on long~period structures.

Some recent studie have focused on the shape of the vertical design spectrum.
For example a de ign spectral shape for the vertical ground motion has been pro-
pos d by Elnashai [1997] and Elnashai and Papazog10u [1997]. They proposed a
vertical design acceleration spectrum consisting of a flat portion at hort periods
(0.05-0.15 sec) and a decaying spectral ace lerationportionfor periods longer than
0.15 sec.

As a step towards providing some additional guidance on the selection of an
appropriatevalle of VIE to use in engineering practice we initiated a study to
better understandthe scaling characteristicsof this ratio by developing a mutually
con istent set of near-source attenuationrelation for the horizontal and vertical
componentsof stronggroundmotion [Bozorgnia et ai., 1999; Campbelland Bozorg-
nia, 2000a, 2000b]. The final versions of the attenuationrelations are the subject
of another paper [Campbell and Bozorgnia 2003]. In the present paper, we fir t
provide a brief overview of our latest horizontaland vertical attenlation relation
followed by an evaluationand validationof the impli d V IHground-motionmodel.
We then propose simplified V IH spectra for practical engineering applications. Fi-
nally we present a relatively simple procedtu'e for generating a tentative vertical
design spectrum.

2. Strong-MotionDatabase

We used a compreh nsive da abase of near-sourceworldwide accelerogramsrecorded
between 1957 and 199 for our analysis. A summary of the database is given below.
More details can be found in Campbell and Bozorgnia [20031. The database was
expanded and updatedfrom that originally us d by Campbelland Bozorgnia [1994]

, and Campbell [ 997,2000,2001]. Thelist of earthquakesalong with the numberof
recordings used in the tudy are provided in Table 1.

The st 'ong-motionparame ers included in the analysis were peak ground ac-
celeration and 5%-damped pseudo-accelerationresponse spectra (PSA) at natural
periods ranging from 0.05 to 4.0 sec. We used the geometric mean of the two
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Table 1. Database of strong-motionrecordings.

Faulting
o. of Recordings

Earthquake Location Year Mw Mechanism Horizontal Vertical
Daly City California 1957 5.3 Reverse Oblique 1 1
Parkfield California 1966 6.1 Strike lip 4 4
Koyna 1ndia 1967 6.3 Strike Slip 1 1
Lytle Creek California 1970 5.3 Reverse 4 4
San Fernando California 1971 6.6 Reverse 9 9
Sitka Alaska 1972 7.7 Strike Slip 1 1
Stone Canyon California 1972 4.7 Strike Slip 2 2
Managua Nicaragua 1972 6.2 Strike Slip 1 1
Point Magu California 973 5.6 Reverse 0 0
Holli tel' California 1974 5.1 Strike Slip 1 1
Oroville California 1975 6.0 ormal 1 1
Kalapana Hawaii 975 7.1 Thrust 0 a
Gazli Uzbekistan 1976 6.8 Reverse 1 1
Caldiran Turkey 1976 7.3 S rike Slip 1 1

Iesa de Andrade Mexico 1976 5.6 Strike Slip 0 0
Santa Barbara California 1978 6.0 Thmst 1 1
Tabas Iran 1978 7.4 Thrus 3 3
Bishop California 1978 5.8 Strike Slip 0 0

Jlalibu California 1979 5.0 Reverse 0 0
St. Elias Alaska 1979 7.6 Thrus 1 a
Coyote Lake California 979 5.8 Strike Slip 9 9
Imperial Valley California 1979 6.5 Strike Slip 37 37
Livermore California 1980 5. Strike Slip 0 0
Livermore Aftershock California 1980 5.4 Strike Slip 0 0
Westmorland California 1981 6.0 Strike Slip 0 0
Coalinga California 1983 6.4 Thrust 46 46
Morgan Hill California 984 6.2 Strike lip 24 24

ahanni Canada 1985 6.8 Thrus 3 2
orth Palm Spdngs California 1986 6.1 Strike Slip 12 12

Chalfant Valley California 1986 6.3 Strike Slip 0 0
WhittierNarrows California 1987 6.0 Thrust 91 90
WhittierNa.rrows Aftershock California 1987 5.3 Reverse Oblique 9 9
Elmore Ranch California 1987 6.2 Strike Slip 1 1
SuperstitionHiUs California 19 7 6.6 Strike Slip 2 2
Spitak Armenia 1988 6.8 Reverse Oblique 1 0
Pasadena California 1988 5.0 Strike Slip 0 0
Lorna Prieta California 1989 6.9 Reverse Oblique 29 29

Ialibu California 1989 5.0 Thrust 0 0
Manjil Iran 1990 7.4 Strike lip 3 3
Upland California 1990 5.6 Strike Slip 2 2
Sierra Madre Califo'nia 1991 5.6 Reverse 4 4
Landers California 1992 7.3 Strike Slip 8 8
Big Bear California 1992 6.5 Strike Slip 1 1
Joshua Tree California 1992 6.2 Strike Slip 0 0
Petrolia California 1992 7.0 Thrust 5 5
Petrolia Aftershock California 1992 7,0 Strike Slip 0 0
Erzincan Turkey 1992 6.7 Strike Slip 1 1
Northridge California 1994 6.7 Thrust 10 108
Kobe Japan 1995 6.9 Strike Slip 15 15
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Fig. 1. Distributionof recording used to derive the V /H ground-motionmodel developed in
this study. Solid circles represent recordings from the Correct d database (PGA and 5%-damped
PSA) and open circles representadditionalrecordings from the Uncorrecteddatabase (PGA only).
Only results from the Corr cted database are evaluated. See Campbell and Bozorgnia [2003] for
a description of Uncorrected and Corrected databases.

horizontalcomponentsof PGA and PSA to define what we refer to as the average
horizontalcomponentof groundmotion.Thedatabaseconsi ted of 443 average hor-
izontal componentsfrom 36 worldwide earthquakesand 439 vertical components
from 34 worldwide earthquake with moment magnitudes (J\!Iw) of 4.7-7.7. The
distributionof the recordings with respect to magnitudeand distance is shown in
Fig. 1 and their distribution by faulting mechanism and local ite conditions is
given in Table 2.

Table 2. Distributionof recording

No. of o. of Minimum Maximum
Recordings Events Magnitude Magnitude

Category Hor. Vert. Hor. Vert. HoI'. Vert.
FaultingMecham m

Strike slip faulting 127 127 20 20 4.7 4.7 7.7 7.7
Rever e faulting 58 57 7 5.3 5.3 6.9 6.9
Thrustfaulting 258 255 7 6.0 6.0 7.6 7.4
TOTAL 443 439 36 34

Local Soil Conditions
Firm soil 241 240 30 29 4.7 4.7 7.4 7.4
Very firm soil 8 3 14 14 4.7 4.7 7.0 7.0
Soft rock 63 62 9 8 5.3 5.3 7.6 6.9
Firm rock 55 54 21 21 5.3 5.3 7.7 7.7
TOTAL 443 439
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We lmiformly defined the ize of an earthquakein terms of NIw and defined the
ource-to- ite distance in terms of rscis th harte t di tance between the recording

site and the zone of the sei 'mogenic energy release on the causative fault, referred
to a the di tance to seismogenic rupture. e restricted recording sites 0 rseis ~
60 km to avoid complication related to the arrival of multiple reflections from the
lower ernst, a was observed during the 1989 Loma Prietaearthquake[Somerville
and Yoshimura, 1990' Campbell 1991 1998]. We b lieve that this distance range
include rna t ground-motionamplitudes of engineeringinterest.

The faulting mechanism also known as the styl of faulting, was classified into
one of three categories defined as strike slip rever e or thrust. The classification
was based on rake angle which is a quantitativedescription of the direction of
slip on the fault. The trike-slipcategory includes earthquakeson vertical or near-
vertical faults with rake angles within ±22.5° of the strike of the fault. The rever e
and thrustcategorie includesteeply and shallow (:s; 45°) dippingearthquak s with
rake angles between 22.5° and 157.5°.

The ite conditionat each r cording ite wa classified into one of four categOTie
defined as firm soil, very firm soil soft rock or .firm rock. Thefirm soil category gen-
erally includes soil depo its of Holoceneage (less than 11,000 years old), described
on geologic maps as recent alluvium, alluvial fans, or undifferentiatedQuaternary
deposits. The very firm oil category generally include oil depo its of Pleistocene
age (11 000 to 1.5 million years old) de cribed on geologic maps a older allu-
vium or terrace deposit . The soft rock category generally includes s dimentary
rock and soft volcanic deposits of Tertiaryage (1.5 to 100 million year old) a well
as the 'softer" units of the FranciscanComplex and other low-grade metamorphic
rocks generally described a m.elange, erpentine,and schist. Thefirm rock category
generally includes older edimentary rock and hard volcanic deposits, high~grade
metamOl'phicrock, crystalline rock and the 'harder" units of the Franci can Com-
plex generally described a and tone, gr ywacke shale chert, and greenstone.Th
geologic-basedsite categories defined in this study can be approximately correlated
with the average hear-wave velocity in th top 30 ill of a oil profile, V30 accord-
ing to relationshipsbetwe n 1130 and geologic units d velop d by Park and Ehick
[1998], Wills and Silva [1998], and Wills et al. [2000]. Thepreferred Wills and Silva
[1998] relationshipsindicate that firm oil very finn soil soft rock and firm rock,
as defined in our tudy are generally consisten with mean values of V30 qual to
298 ± 92 368 ± 80 421 ± 109 and 830 ± 339 m/sec r pectively where the value
after the ± sign is the standarddeviation. These velocities respectively carre pond
to NEHRP i e categories D C C and B a originally defined in UBC-97 and
IBC-2000 and D CD CD and BC a modified by Wills et al. [2000].

All of the selected recordings come from a 'free-field" site, which we defined a
an instrumentshelter or non-embeddedbuilding less than three storeys high (less
than even toreys high if located on firm rock). We included recordings on darn
abutmentsto enhance the database of rock r cordings even thoughthere could b
some influence of the interactionof the dam and the recording site. e excluded
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recordingslocated in he ba ementof buildingof any size in a builclingover luee
storeys high (over seven storeys high if located on firm rock) and on the toe or
base of a dam becau e of the potential adverse eft ct of instrumentembedment
and soil-structureinteraction[Campbell 1997' Stewart 2000].

FoUl' importantearthquake occUl'red towards the nd of our study and, there-
fore could not be incorporated.Theseincludedthe 17 August 1999 Kocaeli (Izmit)
Turkey earthquakeof l\!Iw = 7.4 the 21 September 1999 Chi-Chi Taiwan earth-
quake of Nlw = 7.6, the 16 October 1999 Hector Mine, California earthquake of
l\!Iw = 7.1 and the 12 November 1999 Diizce, Turkey earthquakeof l\1lw = 7.L
Thes earthquakes 301' important because they provide near- ource recordings at
magnitude for which the trang-motiondatabase is limited. However an inspec-
tion of th grolmd motions from the two large t earthquakes indicates that their
hort-periodgroundmotionsare significantlysmaller thanthosepredictedfrom con-

temporary shallow-crustalattenuationrelation [Anderson,2000' Tsai and Huang
2000' Boor 2001]. Th l' has since been some peculation that these ground mo-
tion might be lower than expected because the causative faults have .large to-
tal lip [Ander on 2002] or that the earthquakes ruptured to the Earths surface
[Somerville, 2000]. Includingthese recordingswould likely low l' the predictednear-
ource ground motion . These recordings will be incorporatedat a later time once

we better unders and the cau e of the seemingly low grOlmdmotionsand whether
they are typical of large arthquakes worldwide [Campbelland Bozorgnia, 2003].

3. Ground-MotionModel

We first attemptedto independentlydevelop a ground-motionmodel for V IH. This
proved to be difficult due to its complex scaling characteristics. Instead,we found
that we could develop a statistically robust and unbiased V IH model from the
expre ion

In V/H=lnYv -InYH , (1)

where Y\I and YH are he vertical and average horizontal componnts of PGA
or PSA calculated from the n ar-source attenuation r lations of Campbell and
Bozorgnia [2003]. The e attenuationrelations are given by

In Y = Cl + ft(Nlw ) + c4ln Jfz(l\!Iw rscis S) + f3(F) + f4(3)

+ fs(HW F, l\!lw, Tscis) +E
where the magnitudescaling characteristicsare given by

the di tanc saling characteristicsare given by

(2)

(3)
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in which the near- ource effect of local site conditionsis given by

th ffect of faulting mechani m is given by

fa(F) = ClQFRV+ cllFTlf,

the far-source effect of local site conditionsi given by

14(S) = C12SVFS + Cl3SSR + C14SFR

and the effect of the hanging wall (HW) is given by

15(HW F NIw , 1'seis) = HW f3{F)!HW(JVIw)!Hw(r ei )

where

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

HW= { 0 for rjb 2: 5 Ian or 6 > 70° (9)
. (Sv FS + SSR + SFR)(5 - rjb)/5 for rjb < 5 km and 8 :S 70°

{

0 for /IIIw < 5.5
fHW(NIw)= M

1
1w - 5.5 for 5.5 :s Mw ::; 6.5 (10)

for ll/Ivlf> 6.5

and

( ) {
c15(rscis/8) for rsci < 8 km

fHWrei =
CIS for rsei 2: 8 km

(11)

In the above equations, Y is either the vertical component,Yv, or the averag
horizontalcomponent YH, of PGA or 5%-damped PSA in 9 (g = 981 cm/sec2 );

lVIw is moment magnitude rseis is the closest di tance to seismogenic rupture in
km' rjb is the close t distanceto the surface projectionof fault rupturein km [Boore
et al., 1997]' 6 is the dip of the fa lIt plane' SVF = 1 for very firm soil, SSR = 1
for oft rock SFR = 1 for finn rock, and Sv FS = SSR = SFR = 0 for finn soil;
FRV = 1 for reverse faulting FTH = 1 for thrustfaulting, and FRV = FTH = 0 for
trike- lip and normal faulting' and E; is a random error term with zero mean and

standard deviation equal to (TIn Y .

The standarddeviation, (TIn Y, is defined either a a function of magnitud ,

{

Cl6 - 0.07AiIw
0'10 Y =

C16 - 0.518

or as a function of PGA

for /IIIw < 7.4
for NIw 2: 7.4

(12)

{

C17 + 0.351
O'in Y = Cl7 - 0.132111 PGA

C17 + 0.183

for PGA .:S 0.079
for 0.07g < PGA < 0.25g .
for PGA 2: 0.25g

(13)
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Tl e parametersCl hrough C17 are regressioncoefficients determinedfrom he data
and are listed in Table 3. A mol' detailed di cussion of the attenuationrelations
and their mathematicalbasis i given in Campbell and Bozorgnia [2003].

A di cussed by Campbelland Bozorgnia[2003], edimentdepth (depthto base-
ment rock) was not included as a parameterin he regression analysis even though
an analysis of residuals indicated that it wa an importantparameter, especially
at long periods. Therefore the result represent an average sediment depth. e do
not believe this is a serious practical limitationin these relationsor iI the resulting
V jHground-motionmodel, since sediment depth is generally not used in engineer-
ing analy e and is not includedin any otherwidely used attenuationrelation. Also,
in order to simplify the is ues and examine the effects of other main parameters
the effe t of the hangingwall and footwall on the V /Hand vertical design spectra
are not consid red in this paper. The V/HgrOlmd-motionmodel for firm soil and
elected re ponse pectral ordinates are shown in ig. 2. Predicted V/H spectra

showing the effects of magnitude distance sit condition and faultingmechanism
are shown in Fig. 3. Onthe e and ub equentfigures horizontallines are shown at
V/H= 1/2 2/3 and 1 for refer nee.

Figure 2 show that, except at period T = 0.1 sec, V/H is not very en itive
to magnitude and distanc . For T = 0.1 ec and fiTm oil, V /H increases with
magnitude and decrea e rapidly with distance, especially at shor di tance . The
rate of falloff decr ases with period until at period between 0.3 and 0.4 sec the
trend rever e and the ratio begins to decrease slowly with magnitudeand increase
slowly with distance. The :ffi t of both magnitude and di tance at short periods
is les prominentfor firm rock and for that matter the other site condition , than
for finn soil. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) confirm the strong effect of distance and to a
lesser degree of magnitude on V/Hat short periods for fhm soil and the reversed

caling at longer period. Figure 3(c) shows that the difference in V/H between
th site categorie is most pronounced at short periods, where firm soil has the
highest ratio and the 0 her soil categorie have imilal' but smaller, ratios. At
long period V /H ha larger valu s for firm rock and similar value for the other
site categories. A small magnitudesand large distances the only signi£cant effect
of site conditions is the tendency fo' V/H to be higher on firm rock for periods
exceeding 0.2 ec [Campbelland Bozorgnia, 2000a]. As shown in ig. 3(d) the .ffi ct
of faulting mechanism is only marginally importantat short periods for strike-slip
faulting. The modelled characteristicsare consistentwith those noted by iazi and
Bozorgnia [1992] for the Taiwan S£ 1ART-lstrong-motionarray by Bozorgniaand

iazi [1993] for the 1989 oma Prieta earthquake and by Bozorgnia et ai. [1995]
for the 1994 orthridgeearthquake.

TheV/Hestimatesfrom the independ nt att nuationrelationsfor th horizontal
and v rtical compon nt of PGA and PSA were valldated using an analy i of
residuals. For purposes of his analysis) we defined a residual as

(14)



Table 3. Coefficients and statistical parameters from the regression analysis of PGA and PSA.

T~.
(sec) Cj C2 C3 C'I C5 Cll C7 Cs C9 Cw Cll C12 C13 C14 eH; Cl6 Cn No. ,.2

Average HorizontalComponent

PGA -4.033 0.812 0.036 -1.061 0.041 -0.005 -0.018 0.766 0.034 0.343 0.351 -0.123 -0.138 -0.289 0.370 0.920 0.219 443 0.949
0.05 -3.740 0.812 0.036 -1.121 0.058 -0.004 -0.028 0.724 0.032 0.302 0.362 -0.140 -0.158 -0.205 0.370 0.9'10 0.239 435 0.940 ~0.075 -3.076 0.812 0.050 -1.252 0.121 -0.005 -0.051 0.648 0.040 0.243 0.333 -0.150 -0.196 -0.208 0.370 0.952 0.251 439 0.923 '"l....
0.10 -2.661 0.812 0.060 -1.308 0.166 -0.009 -0.068 0.621 0.046 0.224 0.313 -0.146 -0.253 -0.258 0.370 0.958 0.257 439 0.901 ...
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;:l

OAO -4.536 0.756 -0.015 -0.812 0.012 0 0 0.931 -0.018 0.299 0.317 -0.017 0.022 -0.257 0,428 L031 0.330 436 0.949 p-
0.50 -4.651 0.756 -0.035 -0.812 0.012 0 0 0.931 -0.043 0.243 0.354 -0.020 0.092 -0.293 0.383 1.031 0.330 436 0.957 .......

<:!
0.75 -4.903 0.756 -0.071 -0.812 0.012 0 0 0.931 -0.087 0.295 0.418 0.078 0.001 -0.349 0.299 1.031 0.330 435 0.962 '"
1.0 -4.950 0.756 -0.101 - 0.812 0.012 0 0 0.931 -0.124 0.266 0.315 0043 0.101 -0.481 0.240 1.031 0.330 435 0.967 "'J

Ci1.5 -5.073 0.756 -0.150 -0.812 0.012 0 0 0.931 -0.184 0.171 0.211 -0.038 -0.018 -0.518 0.240 1.031 0.330 420 0.973 r>

2.0 -5.292 0.756 -0.180 -0.812 0.012 0 a 0.931 -0.222 0.114 0.115 0.033 -0.022 -0.503 0.240 1.'031 0.330 395 0.977 !t
3.0 -5.748 0.756 -0.193 -0.812 0.012 0 0 0.931 -0.238 0,179 0.159 -O.OlD -0.047 -0.539 0.240 1.031 0.330 321 0.978 ~

'"4.0 -6.04.2 0.756 -0.202 -0.812 0.012 0 0 0.931 -0.248 0.237 0.134 -0.059 -0.267 -0.606 0.240 1.031 0.330 274 0.980
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where In V jHi is he natural logarithm of the ith observed value of V IH and
In V jH'i i the corresponding predicted value. The residuals were normali ed by
O'ln PGA in order to visualis the relative differenc s in the catter in the residual
between different strong-motionparametersand natural periods. For the model to
be unbiased, the residuals should have zero mean and be W1correlatedwith respect
to the parame ers in the regre sion model. esidual plots of V jH as a function of
magnitudeand di ance for selected responsespectralordinatesare shown i ig. 4
and 5 respectively. These figures indicate that the regression model are unbiased
with respect to these two parameters. Otherplot show similar results for faulting
mechanism, site conditions, and other natural periods [Campbell and Bozorgnia,
2000a].

A tatistical estimate of the overall model bia d fined as th mean re idual
without normali ing by O'ln PGA, is given in Table 4. Also given in Table 4 is the
bia factor a multiplicat've factor defin d by exp(bia in InV /H). The bia e are
all near zero and the bias factors are all ne r unity confirming that the predicted
values of V/H u.-om Eq. (1) are unbia ed overall for all periods even though they
were calculatedfrom independentregression analyses on the horizontaland vertical
component of ground motion. The standarddeviation of 1n V /H (0'10 V IH), again
calcu ated fwm the UlillOl'malisedresiduals, was found to be adequatelymodelledby
Eqs. (12) and (13). However they were found 0 be smaller thanthose of either the
horizontalor vertical componentsdue to their statistical correlation. The factors
O"ln VjH/O"lnYH by which the horizontalvalues of C16 and el7 can be multiplied to
obtain O"ln V IH are listed in he last columnof Table4. In Tables 5 and 6 we provide
ome guidance on how to evaluate the horizontaland vertical attenuationrelations

and therefore, the V IH ground-motionmodel for dift rent types of site condition

Table 4. Statistical bias in predicted value of verti-
cal-to-borizontal(V/R) ratio.

Period In VIR 10 V/R Bias
(sec) r o. Bias Factor CTlnV /H/CTln YJI

PGA 439 -0.0074 0.99 0.91
0.05 432 0.0003 1.00 0.96
0.075 436 -0.0081 0.99 0.95
0.10 436 -0.0098 0.99 0.93
0.15 436 -0.0110 0.99 0.95
0.20 436 -0.0100 0.99 0.91
0.30 436 -0.0094 0.99 0.90
0.40 436 -0.0074 1.00 0.91
0.50 436 -0.0044 1.00 0.92
0.75 435 -0.0057 0.99 0.86
1.0 435 -0.0033 1.00 0.8
1.5 419 -om 3 0.98 O. 7
2.0 393 -0.0292 0.97 0.84
3.0 313 -0.0370 0.96 0.78
4.0 262 0.0055 1.0 0.7
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Table 5. Guidanceon evaluating local site conditions.

Approximate NEHRP
Site Category

ite Parameter
UBC-97 andApproximate Wills et al.

ite Category SVFS SSR SFR 1130 (m/sec) IBC-2000 [20001
Firm soil 0,00 0.00 0.00 298 ±92 D D
Very firn soil 1.00 0.00 0.00 368± a C CD
Soft rock 0.00 1.00 0.00 421 ± 109 C CD
Firm rock 0.00 0.00 1.00 830::1: 339 B BC
Genet'icsoil 0.25 0.00 0.00 ::::310 D D
Generic rock 0.00 0.50 0.50 ::::620 C C

Table 6. Guidance on evaluating faulting
mechanism.

FaultingCategory
Strike slip and normal
Reverse
Tbt'ust
Reverse or thrust
Generic (unknown)

FaultingParameter
FRV FTH

0.00 0.00
1.00 0.00
0.00 1.00
0.50 0.50
0.25 0.25

and faulting mechani ms. In Table 5 the term 'generic soilll and generic rock'
refer to ite las Hied a soil or rock wi hOll specifying the type or stiffn ss of
the depo its that make of th se site clas es. Generally speaking, generi soil is
compo ed of geologic units that fall into NEHRP site categories D and CD and
generic rock i composed of geologic units that fall into NEHRP ite categories
CD, C and B [Wills et al., 2000]. Both generic categories containUI its defined as
CD indicating one of the problems with such a generali ed cla sification system.
F\nthermore,generic rock contain LUlit that span a very large range of stiffne e
(i.e., V:3o = 360 - 1500 m/sec). everthele the e generalised site classification
are used in several contemporaryattenuationr lations.

4. Comparisonwith Previous Studies

Besides Campbelland Bozorgnia [2003] here are three other western Ol'thAmer-
ica (W A) attenuationrelations that are commonly u ed in engineeringpractice
that provide estimates of horizontal and vertical components of ground motion
and therefore an be u ed to predict V IH pectra. These relations are Sadigh
et al. [1993] Abrahamsonand Silva [19971 and Campbell [1997 2000 200 ]. The
Sadigh et al. [1993] relation is valid for generic rock only wher as the other l' la-
tions address other site conditionsas well. All of he e relationsrepresent a.n active
shallow crustal tectonic environment, consistent with our study. They all define
the faulting mechanism as either strike lip or reverse slip, with the latter category
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including both reverse and thrust faulting as defined in our study. Sadigh et at.
d fin d rock as a geologic unit with no more than a metre of soil overlying bedrock
althoughothershave found thatdeeper oil unitswere also apparentlyused [Stewart
et at. 2003]. Abraham on and Silva clas ified ite a either generic soil or generic
rock, where generic soil is a g ologic unit with at least 20 m of soil overlying bedrock
and generic rock is a geologic unit with less than 20 m of soil overlying bedl·ock.
They differentiatebetween these two site categories using an amplitude-dependent
site factor. Campb 11 [1997] classified sites a either alluvium (firm oil with at least
10 m of soil overlying bedrock) soft rock, or hard mck. His alluvium category i
similar to the combined firm and very firm soil categories defined in our study. His
soft rock and hard rock categories are consistentwith the soft rock and tim1 rock
categories in am study. Campbell [2003a, 2003b, 2003c] present a more thorough
summary and comparisonof all four attenuationr lation . Thesp ctral attenuation
relationsof Sabettaand uglie e [1996] and Ansary and Yamazaki [1998] have very
few near- ource recordingsfrom moderate-to-Iargemagnitudeearthquake and are
therefore, not suitable fa . comparisonwith the near-sourcerelationshipsdeveloped
i Ollr tndy.

Figure6 compares the V/H pectrapredictedfrom the four attenuationrelations
for a site located 10 kill from the smface trace of a vertical strik -slip earthquakeof
Mw = 7.0. This distance correspond to rrup = 10 km where rrup i the distance
measme used by Abrahamsonand Silva and, if we a sume a depth to seismogenic
faulting of 3 km to rscis = 10.4 km where rscis is th distance measure used in
our study [based on Campbell and Bozorgnia 2003] and by Campbell [1997]. The
specific values of magnitude and di tance u ed in the comparison were selected
to be consistent with those typically used by engineers in high eismic areas. In
Fig.. 6(a) comparisons are shown for soft and firm mck the two rock categorie
defin d in our study and in Fig. 6(b), comparison are hown for firm and very firm
soil, the two oil categories d fined in om study. The Campbell [1997] attenuation
relations were evaluated for generic rock [ ig. 6(a)] and for generic soil [Fig. 6(b)]
by etting the site parameters to value recommended by Campbell [2000]. Ev n
thoughthe Campbell [1997] relationsdistinguishbetween soft and hard rock, they
predict viltually the same V/Hfor the e two site condi ions. Theother attenuation
relationswere evaluated for either generic rock [Fig. 6(a)] or generic soil, as defined
by the e developers [Fig. 6(b)].

Figure 6(a) demonstratesthe relatively small differences in the value of V/H
predicted from our new sof rock and firm rock attenuationrelations and those
from previous relations. The Abraham on and Silva generic rock relations predict
V/Hvalues that are generally between am soft rock and fiTIDrock values for 0.1 :s
T :s 2.0 ec. The Campb 11 [1997] generic rock relations predict /H values that
are cIa r to our soft-rock values at T :s 0.5 sec and midway between our soft-rock
al d firm-rock values at longer periods. The Sadigh et al. generic rock relations
predict V/H values that are closer to am firm rock values at all periods. The
variability amongst the diff rent estimates is less tl an 30%. Figure 6(b) indicates
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Fig. 6. Comparisonof the VIE ratios of PSA predicted from the attenuationrelations of Camp-
bell and Bozorgnia [2003) with those predicted from three other attenuation relations that are
widely used to estimate horizontal and vertical ground motion in western North America: (a)
soft and firm rock, and (b) firm and very firm soil. The pectra are evaluated for Ivlw = 7,0,
r TUp = 10 km, rseis = 10.4 km, and vertical strike-slip faulting.

that there i considerablevariability in the short-periodV /Hestimates for generic
soil. The Campbell [1997] generic soil values were found to be virtually identicalto
his generic rock values, suggesting a lack of sensitivity a different site condition .
The Abrahamsonand Silva generic oil values were found to be similar to our firm
soil value at T 2: 0.1 sec and their peak V /H is about 25% higher than our .
We believe that our results demonstrate he importanceof subdividinggeneric oil
into firm and very firm soil categorie and generic rock into soft and hard rock
categories.
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5. Simplified V /HSpectra

In this section we explore simplified V/H spectra for u e in practical engineering
applications. Thes tentative implified V/H spec ra are also compared with the
V/H spectra predicted from our V/H grolmd motion model. As ob erved previ-
ou ly, V/Hi a strongfunctionof naturalperiod source-to- ite di tance and local
site condition . and a relatively weak function of magnitudeand faulting mecha-
ni ill (e.g., see Fig. 3). Furthermore the dependence of V/Hon distance is much
different for firm oil than for very firm oil, oft rock, and .firm rock. Based on
the e observations the following tentative simplified model for estimating a V/H
spectrum is propo ed.

The tentativ simplified procedure uses two general ite categories as shown in
Fig. 7: firm soil (NEHRPD) and all other ite conditions(primarily EHRPC and

Simplified V/Hfor Firm Soil
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Fig. 7. Simplified V IE response spectral ratio developed in this study.
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BC). For both categories, the ratio is higher at short period than at intermediate
and long period . However for firm soil the short-periodV/H ratio is larger than
that for the other three site condition, a shown in Fig. 7. For generic soil (see
Table 5), a weighted combinationof the V /H cases shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)
can be used. The implified V /H ratio is assumed to be relatively insensitive to the
magnitudeand faulting mechanismof the earthquakeas compared to its sensitivity
to the source-to-sitedistance and local site condition.

Figure 8 and 9 show a comparisonbetween the tentativesimplified V /Hspec-
tra and the V /Hspectra predicted from the V /Hground-motionmodel developed
in this study for different magnitudes,distances site conditions,and faulting mech~
anisms. TIere is a reasonable agreement between hese spectra. For firm soil, the
simplifi d mid-period VIH ratio of 0.5 is relatively conservative and can also b
used for period longer than 1.0 ec. For the other three site categories the pre-
dicted V /Hratio is slightly greater than 0.5 beyond 1.0 ee approachinga value of
0.7 at about 4.0 sec. Hence, for the e soil categories, the proposed mid~period V/H
ratios of 0.5 can only be used for periods of 1.0 sec or less.

6. PreliminaryVertical Design Spectra

For practical application especially if ite-specific vertical response spec ra are
not available it is desirable to be able to generate a preliminary vertical design
spectrum using a relatively simple procedure. For this purpose, special attention
should be given to the short-periodrange of the spectra for the following reasons:
(a) the peak of the vertical response spectrum occurs at short period [Bozorgnia
and Niazi, 1993· Campbelland Bozorgnia, 2003]; and (b) the naturalperiods oHhe
vertical re ponseof many buildingcomponentsand systems fall at shortperiod . For
example based on analyses of measured vertical responses, ozorgnia et al. [1998]
found that vertical naturalperiod for numel'OUSbuilding componentswer shorter
than 0.26 sec. For tructmes with long vertical periods (e.g. longer than about
0.5 sec), we still recommend using a site-specific vertical response spectrum. The
preliminary vertical de ign pectrum i for 5% damping. The developmen and
verification of adjustment factors to genera e vertical spectra for other damping
ratios was beyond the scope of our tudy.

The preliminary vertical design spectrum is based on the observed behaviour
of the vertical response spectra developed by Campbell and Bozorgnia [2003] and
the V/H ground motion model presented in our tudy. A a functiOl of p riod,
the preliminary vertical design spectrumhas both a fiat and a decaying portion, as
shown in Fig. 10. The amplitudeof the flat portion, Avs , i equal to an estimate of
the vertical spectral acceleration at T = 0.1 ec a explail ed next. Thefla portion
extend to a corner period at T = 0.15 sec. For T > 0.15 ee, the preliminary
vertical design. spectrum decays as

Avs (0.15/T)o.75. (15)
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Vertical Design Spectrum

Avs = Vertical PSA@T=0.1sec

0.01 0.1
Period (sec)

10

Fig. 10. Proposed preliminary vertical de ign pectrum developed in this study.

Thecornerperiod of 0.15 sec is consistentwith thatpreviously proposedby lnashai
[1997] and Elna hai and Papazoglou [1997]. The ordinate of the flat potion of the
spectrum (Avs ) can be estimated according to one of the preliminary procedures
for developing a vertical design spectrum defined below.

6.1. Case 1: Given the vertical spectral ordinate at T = 0.1 sec

Ifan stimate of the vertical pectral ordinateat T = 0.1 sec is available (e.g. from
a eismic hazard analysis) this value can be used for the ordinateof the flat portion
of the vertical design spectrum (i.e. f l' T ::; 0.15 sec). Having this informationi
suffici nt to generate the vertical design spectrum, as shown in Fig. 10.

The proposedvertical design spectrumcompared to thatpredictedby the verti-
cal attenuationrelationdeveloped by Campbelland Bozorgnia [2003] are pre ented
in Fig. 11 and 12. The agreementb tween these pectra i rea onable over a wide
range of seismological parameter .

6.2. Case 2: Given the horizontal spectral ordinate at T = 0.1 sec

Ifonly an estimate of the horizontalspectral ordinate at T = 0.1 sec is available
(e.g. from a seismic hazard analy i or a nationalseismic hazard map) the ordinate
of the flat portion of the vertical design spectrum (see Fig. 10) can be computed
by multiplying this horizontalspectml ordinate by th correspondingordinate of
the simplifiedV /Hratio at T = 0.1 sec (e.g. from Fig. 7). Thel'esultingestimate of
vertical amplitude(Avs ) can then be used to generate the vertical design spectrum
as shown in Fig. 10.

We demonstratethe m thod by using the 0.1- ec horizontalspectralordinateob-
tained from the horizontalattenuationrelation of Campbell and Bozorgnia [2003]
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given here as Eq. (2). Thevertical design spectra generatedby using till procedure
along with the actual v rtical spectra predictedfrom the same attenuationrelation
are compared in Figs. 13 and 14. Consideringthe very limited informationneeded
(only the horizontal pectral ordina eat T = 0.1 sec) and it implicity this proce-
dure would app ar to be a reasonable, albeit somewhat conservative, alternativeto
developing a site-specific vertical response sp ctrumfor many practical engineering
application .

7. Discussion and Conclusions

In our previousstudy [Campbelland Bozorgnia,2003] we analysed a comprehensive
near- O1.U'ce strongground motiondataba e that allowed us to develop in this study
a ground-motionrelation for predicting the vertical-to-horizontal(V/H) ratios of
peak ground accel ration and acceleration response spectra in terms of ource-to-
site distance, local ite conditions,earthquakemagnitude and faulting mechanism.
We consider this model to be valid for earthquakesof lVlw ~ 5.0 and distance of
Tsci :::; 60 km for shallow crustal earthquakesin active tectonic regions worldwide.

Ouranalysis togetherwith many of tho e discussed in the Introductionha en-
abled us to quantitativelyc nfirm the hypothesis tated by the famous and insight-
ful Californiasei mologist Charles Richter [Richter 1958] that Therei evidence
which hould be regarded less as establi hed fact than as working hypothesis that
in the neighbourhoodof the epicentre the vertical componentof motion is larger
relative to the horizontalcomponentsthan elsewhere' .

We found that the observed and predicted V IH spectra are strong functions of
natural period ource- o-site distance and local site condition . and a relatively
weak function of earthquakemagnitudeand faul ing mechanism. Flll'thennore,the
behaviour of the /H spectra with distance is different for firm soil ( HRP site
catego'y D) than for stiffer oil and rock deposits. At firm soil sites our analysi
predict that V IH can easily exceed unity, approaching a factor of 1.8 at hort
periods close di tances, and la 'ge magnitud s.

We also demonstratedthat there is no bias in the predicted V /H spectral or-
dinates from attenuationr 1a ions developed from independentanalyses of vertical
and horizontalresponse pectraby Campbelland Bozorgnia[2003]. Therefore,the e
V/Hestimates can be used to develop an unbia ed vertical re ponse spectrumgiven
an estimate of the horizontal pectrum.

Ba ed on the obs rv d and predictedbehaviourof the V/Hspectra, we proposed
a tentativ simplified model for estimatingV /Hspectral ordinatesfor pra ical en-
gineering applications. We found a rea onable agreement between the 'impli ed
and predicted V /H spectral ordinates over a wide range of seismological param-

tel's. We also proposed a simple procedme for generating a preliminary vertical
design spectrwn. For thi preliminary vertical sp ctrum special con ideration wa
given to the shorter periods that are most critical to the vertical response of struc-
tures. Extensive vettingfwm he seismological and engineeringcomm mities will be
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needed before uch simplified sp c ra are officially accepted and adoptedin codified
procedures in the United State.
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